
 

 
PREGNANCY TEST WITH FETAL AGE CHART

DESCRIPTION  
The Pregnancy Test with Fetal Age Chart is a blood test that not only tells you “Yes” or “No”, but tells you how 
far along you are in your pregnancy (if you are at least two weeks pregnant at the time off the test).

WHY DO I NEED THIS TEST?  
While  pregnancy  tests  are  easy  to  find,  there’s  always  a  chance  that  you  will  administer  the  test in-
correctly. And if you ARE pregnant, don’t you want to know how far along you are?

With ANY LAB TEST NOW’s Pregnancy Test with Fetal Age Chart, it gives you the definitive answer you’re 
looking for and it’s performed by a professional and certified staff member. Get it all done right the first time.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO GET MY LAB TEST RESULTS?  
Test results generally take between 24 to 72 business hours after your specimen is collected.

AM I REQUIRED TO FAST FOR THIS LAB TEST?  
No. You are not required to fast for this test.

OTHER RELEVANT LAB TESTS  
Customers interested in the Pregnancy Test with Fetal Age Chart also select the Comprehensive Female Pan-
el, Female Health Profile or the Comprehensive STD Panel.
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